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SUMMARY
A model for the analysis of multistage switches based on shared bu!er switching for Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) networks is developed, and the results are compared with the simulation. Switches constructed
from shared bu!er switches do not su!er from the head of line blocking which is the common problem in
simple input bu!ering. The analysis models the state of the entire switch and extends the model introduced
by Turner to global #ow control with backpressure mechanism. It is shown that bu!er utilization is better
and throughput improves signi"cantly compared with the same switch using local #ow control policy.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, broadband ISDN (BISDN) has received increasing attention for its capability to
provide a wide variety of services like video communication, graphic applications, and high speed
data communications. One of the most promising approaches for BISDN is the Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM). An ATM network transfers all information in "xed length cells called
cells, and is characterized by simpli"ed protocols, high speed links, and high capacity switching
nodes. The core of the switching fabric, referred to as interconnection network (IN), includes all the
equipment required to route the cells through the switching fabric. Among the proposed
architectures for ATM switches, multistage interconnection networks (MINs) have attracted
a great deal of attention due to the features they o!er, such as self-routing capability and
suitability for VLSI implementation. The analytical modelling of unbu!ered and bu!ered MINs
have been widely studied in the literature.1}5
Jenq developed a model for analysing Banyan networks consisting of 2;2 crossbar switching
elements with a single bu!er at each input of the switch. The tra$c at the input to the switch is
uniformly directed to all the outputs. Szymanski extended Jenq's model to arbitrary switch sizes
and bu!er sizes. Turner developed a similar model for switching networks with bu!ers shared
between the inputs and outputs. His model assumes independence between bu!er slots, i.e. the
cells arriving in consecutive slots are statistically independent. The consecutive stages use #ow
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control (backpressure) to avoid cell loss inside the network. Monterosso developed a new
method to evaluate the performance of a shared bu!er ATM switch based on the exact model
of the switching element, and without backpressure mechanism. This model, while accurate,
is computationally intractable for networks constructed with large size switching elements.
Bianchi introduced an alternative approach to reduce the computation while maintaining the
high accuracy. All of the models described in References 6, 10 and 11 use local #ow control to
forward a cell towards the output of the network.
In local #ow control, a cell can be forwarded only if the next stage can accept a cell at the
beginning of the cycle. In this paper, we extend Turner's model for Delta-b networks to enable it
to analyse shared bu!ering with global #ow control. In global #ow control, the decision regarding
whether a cell can be forwarded depends on whether the next stage can accept a cell after the stage
has forwarded its cells in the current cycle. The simultaneous operations of forwarding and
receiving cells at a bu!er during a cycle are allowed. Global #ow control provides better bu+er
utilization, and improves the overall performance of the network signi"cantly.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop our model based on the assumptions we introduce in Section 2.1. Construction of the corresponding simulation network, and
additional considerations are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, we examine our model with
some numerical examples, and compare the results with the simulation and local #ow control.
Concluding remarks and further possible work are given in Section 5.
2. Analysis of the shared bu4er ATM switch
A multistage ATM switch consists of a number of small crossbar switching elements (SE)
interconnected by a permutation function. The switches can be broadly classi"ed into two main
categories, namely internally blocking and internally non-blocking. In an internally non-blocking
switch two or more cells at di!erent input ports can be simultaneously forwarded to two di!erent
output ports. A switch is called internally blocking if two or more cells with distinct output port
destinations cannot always be transferred to the output ports due to routing con#ict within the
switch. For instance, resource contentions occur in switches when more than one cell access the
same internal link. Bu!ers are used in the SEs to store the cells which lose the routing con#icts in
an internally blocking switch. The cells are queued in the bu!ers for transmission during
subsequent cycles. In a shared bu!er switch, the bu!ers are shared between the inputs and
outputs of the switching elements. An internal backpressure mechanism (called #ow control)
between the stages prevents cells from being dropped inside the switch.
In this section, we develop a model for shared bu!er Delta network utilizing global #ow control
in contrast to local #ow control developed in Reference 6. In global #ow control, acceptance of
a cell in the next stage's switch depends not only on the state of that switch, but also on whether
some cells in that switch are forwarded to its successors during the same cycle. This allows more
e$cient bu!er utilization, and considerably better performance as explained in Section 4.
A recursive de"nition of Delta network with shared bu!ering is illustrated in Figure 1. It has
N inputs and N outputs and consists of a number of stages consisting of d;d switching elements.
Each switching element has B bu!ers shared between the inputs and outputs. A Delta
permutation function is used to connect the adjacent stages. A switch of size N built from
switching elements (SE) of size d(D ) is formed by interconnecting N/d switching elements to
,B
d subnetworks of size D
each. The permutation function is such that the jth outlet of each SE
,B B
is connected to the jth subnetwork.
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Figure 1. Recursive de"nition of a shared bu!er Delta network of size N;N and using d;d switching elements, each
having B bu!ers

2.1. Assumptions
We model each switch as a B#1 state Markov chain, where B is the total amount of bu!er
space in a switch. The bu!er space is shared between all the inputs and outputs of the switch. The
following assumptions are made regarding the network, and its operation:
1. The network operates synchronously, i.e. the cells are submitted to the network at the
beginning of the time slots (cycles). This re#ects an ATM switch in which all cells have "xed
lengths, and "t exactly into one time slot.
2. Destination tag is used to route a cell. The routing con#ict inside the switch is resolved
randomly, i.e. if two or more cells are destined to one output, one is chosen at random to be
routed.
3. The state of the switching elements (SEs) at a particular stage in the switch are statistically
indistinguishable, and the state of a stage is determined by the state of an SE in the stage.
4. The arrival of cells at each input of the switch is a Bernoulli process, i.e. the probability that
a cell arrives during a time slot is constant, and the arrivals are independent of each other.
Destination addresses are distributed uniformly.
5. A backpressure mechanism with global #ow control ensures that no cell is lost inside the
network. Thus, a cell leaves the switch if there is a space for it in the next stage's SE, or if the
space becomes available during the same cycle. An acknowledgement policy is used to
advise the receipt of a cell in the next stage's SE. Unacknowledged cells contend with other
cells in the following cycles.
6. There is no blocking at an output link of the switch, i.e. the output can always accept a cell.
Copyright  1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. State diagram of a two phase switch operation

For analysis purposes, we assume that each cycle is divided in two phases as illustrated in
Figure 2 which shows the state transitions of a bu!er state between two cycles. During the forward
phase, the cells destined to the output ports are forwarded to the SEs in the next stage, and the SE
goes to an intermediate state. The forward phase is followed by the receive phase when it receives
cells from SEs in the previous stage. During the receive phase, the available cells at the inputs of
a switch are placed in the bu!ers, the corresponding acknowledgements are issued, and the SE
goes to the ,nal state. The above division of a cycle into forward and receive phases are required
to model the enqueuing and dequeing of cells in a bu!er during the same clock cycle. If the
available space is less than the number of arriving cells, cells are selected randomly to determine
the cell to be routed.
2.2. Analysis of the ATM switch
For the analysis, we introduce the following notation:
j (s1, s2):
G
q (s1, s3):
G
p (s3, s2):
G
h (n1, n2):
G
n (s):
G

Probability that a switch in stage i contains s2 cells at the beginning of the next
cycle given that it contained s1 cell at the beginning of the current cycle.
Probability that a stage i switch contains s3 cells at the end of the forward phase
given that it contained s1 cells at the beginning of the cycle, where s1*s3.
Probability that a stage i switch contains s2 cells at the end of the current cycle
given that it contained s3 cells at the beginning of the receive phase where s3)s2.
Probability that a stage i switch contains n2 cells at the beginning of the receive
phase of the current cycle given that it contained n1 cell at the beginning of the
receive phase of the previous cycle.
Steady state probability that a stage i switch contains exactly s cells at the
beginning of a cycle.
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G
a:
G
b:
G
> (r, s):
B
SUCC :
G
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Steady state probability that a stage i switch contains exactly s cells at the
beginning of the receive phase.
Probability that a cell is ready to enter a stage i bu!er.
Probability that a successor of a stage i switch provides an acknowledgement to an
output line given that a cell was submitted to the successor during the same cycle.
Probability that a switch that contains s cells, contains cells for exactly r distinct
outputs of a switch.
a successor switching element of stage i switching element. A switching element
which receives cells from a switching element in the previous stage is called
a successor switching element.

The objective is to calculate the steady state vector % for every stage. Previous authors  have
G
shown that the bu!er states in the switching elements can be solved by Markov chain. The
analysis presented below uses a similar approach and reasoning as used in Reference 6. The
steady state vector % is obtained by solving the matrix equation:
G
% "% ) "
G
G G

(1)

where " is the transition matrix of a stage i.
G
% "[n (s)], s"0, 2 , B
G
G
" "[j (s1, s2)], s1"0, 2 , B; s2"0, 2 , B
G
G
The state transition matrix elements are obtained by multiplying the state probabilities at the
end of a cycle and after the forward phase after cells have been forwarded to the next stage.
Q
j (s1, s2)"
q (s1, s3) ) p (s3, s2)
(2)
G
G
G
Q   Q\B
where d is the number of inlets and outlets of a SE. The intermediate state probability q (s1, s3)
G
P )) and the
can be expressed as the destination probability of cells in a switch (> (r, s1) ( s1!s3
B
probability that the next stage can accept packets (b ).
G
q (s1, s3)"
G

 B Q





r
b(s1!s3) (1!b )P\Q\Q.
> (r, s1)
B
G
s1!s3 G

(3)
PQ\Q
b is a function of the number of cells in a bu!er and whether the cells can be forwarded to the next
G
stage, and can be expressed as follows (see explanation below):

  


B\
F\ d!1
aP (1!a )B\\P
b"
nJ
(B!h)#
nJ
(B!h);
G
G>
G>
G>
G>
r
FB
F
P
B\ d!1
h
#
aP (1!a )B\\P )
(4)
G>
G>
r
r#1
PF
Equation (4) states that given that a cell was submitted to a SUCC through a particular output
G
link, the link de"nitely receives an acknowledgment if SUCC has greater than or equal to d bu!er
G
spaces by the end of the forward phase or the total number of submitted cells to that SUCC is less
G
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than the number of available spaces by that time. Otherwise, the acknowledgment will be given
depending on the number of submitted cells, and the intermediate state of the SUCC . The value
G
of b for i"k (where k"log N is the number of stages in the switch) is always equal to 1 due to
G
B
the assumption that the output of the network can always accept a cell.



p (s3, s2)"
G



d
B
aU (1!a )B\U,
G
UQ\Q w G

s2"B
(5)



d
a(s2!s3) (1!a )B\Q\Q, s2(B
G
s2!s3 G

> (r, s) is recursively calculated using the following equation:
B



s"r"0

1,

> (r, s)" 0,
(s'0r"0)Rs(r
B
r
d!(r!1)
> (r, s!1)#
> (r!1, s!1), 0(r)s
B
B
d
d

(6)

Equation (6) is independent of the stages, thus a table of required values can be created once and
used for the rest of the calculations.



a"
G

o,

i"1
n ( j) [1!(1!1/d) H], otherwise
H G\

(7)

where o is the o!ered load to the network. The intermediate state vector is calculated similarly to
the initial state vector. In particular,
% "% ) #
G
G G
where % "[nJ (s)], s"0, 2 , B.
G
G
# "[h (n1, n2)], n1"0, 2 , B; n2"0, 2 , B
G
G

(8)

h (n1, n2)"
p (n1, k) q (k, n2)
G
G
G
I

(9)

To calculate % and % we need equations (2)}(7). But equations (4) and (7) depend on the values
G
G
of % and % , respectively. Thus obtaining the steady state values requires an iterative computaG
G
tion. Though we are considering the steady state condition of the network, our experience shows
that a fast convergence to the steady state values could be obtained by starting the calculation
from the rest condition of the network. In particular, at the beginning, all of the stages can accept
cells, and none have any cell to submit to their successor stages. Thus the value of b for all of the
G
stages is initially 1, and the value of a for every stage, except the "rst is 0. Having these values we
G
can calculate p and q for every stage, and calculate % and % thereafter. Then the new values of
G
G
G
G
% and % are used to calculate the new values for a and b . The iteration continues until the
G
G
G
G
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steady state conditions are reached. After "nding the steady state values, our merits of measurements could be obtained. The throughput of the SE is given by
Q

(s1!s3) q (s1, s3) n (s1)
(10)
I
I
Q Q
The average delay of stage i is given by Little's law. In particular the per stage delay is obtained
from
sn (s)
Q G
(11)
(s2!s3) p (s3, s2) n (s3)
Q QQ
G
G
In equation (11), the numerator represents the equivalent average queue length in the stage
i bu!er, and the denominator is the average arrival rate of the stage i switch. Total delay is
obtained by summing the per stage delays.
3. Validation of analytical model
We validate the model presented in Section 2 with the simulation study. The same assumptions as
made for the analysis apply to the simulation network. Moreover, the following considerations
are carried out too:
(a) At each cycle, a cell is generated with probability o (o!ered load to the network's input).
The generated cell is independent of the cells generated at previous cycles and other input
ports. Each cell consists of the following information:
1. a source tag which represents the address at which it is generated,
2. a destination tag, the address to which the cell is destined,
3. the current network clock, used for measurement of the instantaneous delay.
(b) The results from the "rst 500 cycles of the network's operation are ignored to allow the
network to reach a steady state condition. The network is then run for another 2000}5000
times until the average throughput stablizes with the accuracy of 10\.
(c) Con#ict in the bu!ers for accessing a particular output as well as contention to seize a bu!er
space in the next stage is resolved using a random number generator with a di!erent seed
value from that of the cell generator.
The network operates as follows:
1. The cells at the last stage's bu!ers are sent to the output links of the network, and the
instantaneous throughput and delay are measured for every link.
2. For each stage from stage k!1 to 0:
(i) The SE's bu!er is examined for every output link of the SE, a copy of all cells interested
in that output are placed in a list, and the list is sent to the corresponding input link of
the next stage.
(ii) If the number of available bu!er spaces in the SUCC is less than the valid input lists,
G
lists are selected at random.
Copyright  1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(iii) If the number of the elements in the selected list is more than one, one is selected
randomly and is put in the new bu!er, and the original cell is removed from its bu!er.
3. A new set of cells is generated at stage 1 with probability o, and cells are placed in the "rst
stage's bu!er if there is any room. Unaccepted cells are discarded.

Figure 3. Comparison of throughput of the switch versus o!ered load o for global and local acknowledge, for N"256
Copyright  1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Delay versus o!ered load for global acknowledge method of #ow control for N"256
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Figure 5. Throughout and delay versus network size for di!erent values of b, and o"1. Solid curves represent b"1, and
dashed curves represent b"3
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4. Numerical results
Figures 3}5 compare the results obtained from our model with the simulation, and with the
results obtained from the model described in Reference 6 for network size N"256. In these
"gures, b is the bu!er size per input/output link.
The analytical model is more accurate when the o!ered load to the network is low, and when
a bigger bu!er size is used. However, the model is optimistic under high input load due to the fact
that the model assumes that there is no correlation between the cells in the bu!ers, whereas the
correlation becomes signi"cant under high o!ered loads. As the results in Figure 3 suggest, global
#ow control policy provides signi"cantly higher throughput than local #ow control, especially
when b is small. This is because global #ow control uses the bu!er spaces more e$ciently.
Figure 4 contrasts the delay curves of the model and the simulation. The results from the model
are the best for small b value. In Figure 5, the throughput and delay versus network size for b"1
and 3 for o"1 are given. According to the results, under full input load, the per stage delay
decreases as the bu!er size increases, since the total number of bu!er spaces increases inside the
network. However, for a particular network size and b, the per stage delay grows when the switch
size increases.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a model for the analysis of multistage interconnection networks
based on shared bu!er switching elements for ATM networks. Our model employs global #ow
control and acknowledgement mechanism in contrast to local #ow control described in Reference
6. In local #ow control, a cell can be forwarded to the next stage depending on the state of the
corresponding switch at the beginning of a cycle, whereas in global #ow control, the simultaneous
operation of forwarding and receiving the cells is allowed. This results in better bu!er utilization,
and higher performance. The new model is quite accurate under low-medium input load
probability. However, its inaccuracy grows when the input load probability approaches 1, due to
the output correlation of cells in a switch. An extension to this work could be to consider this
correlation which leads to more accurate results. Other extensions could include the analysis of
shared bu!er switches under bursty tra$c and other non-uniform tra$c patterns.
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